
Supporting 
Healthy Lives



Jobri® is an international manufacturer 
and distributor of ergonomic and 
orthopedic  comfort products.

We produce over 100 Jobri products 
including ergonomic back supports, 
ergonomic seat wedges and chairs, 
orthopedic soft goods and sleep 
products. Jobri is an Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) and all 
Jobri products are customizable. 

Jobri products are available at retail and 
online stores, home healthcare 
distributors and medical catalog 
companies.

Established in 1997, Jobri’s headquarters 
are in Konawa, Oklahoma and has a 
European distribution center in the UK.

See more on our website: www.jobri.com
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Quality the 
Jobri® Way

At Jobri® 
we test 
against 
the highest 
global 
standards.

At Jobri  we use the highest quality materials and workmanship in 
everything that we do. Jobri focuses on real, quantifiable measures 
to demonstrate our superior performance: 

High Rub Count Fabrics: Cheaper fabrics have 15K – 20K rub count, 
and Jobri fabrics all have over 50K rub count. 

Hook & Loop Fastener: The high density of loops and hooks per square 
inch create high tear strength and more cycles of opening & closing. 

&ÏÁÍ ),$ (Internal Load Deflection)ȡ We customize both ILD (firmness) 
and Density (long life) to maximize comfort and durabiity.

Memory Foam: High density memory foam for longer life and durability.

BiFomPad Technology: Deluxe memory foam with a base support foam to 
achieve an optimum level of support and comfort. 

")&-! Ⱦ !.3) 4ÅÓÔÉÎÇȡ ɉ"ÕÓÉÎÅÓÓ Ǫ )ÎÓÔÉÔÕÔÉÏÎÁÌ &ÕÒÎÉÔÕÒÅ -ÁÎÕÆÁÃÔÕÒÅÒÓ 
!ÓÓÏÃÉÁÔÉÏÎɊ 3ÔÁÎÄÁÒÄÓ ÂÙ ×ÈÉÃÈ ÒÅÐÕÔÁÂÌÅ ÃÈÁÉÒ ÍÁÎÕÆÁÃÔÕÒÅÒÓ ÃÏÍÐÌÙ ÔÏ 
ÍÅÅÔ ÉÎÄÕÓÔÒÙ ÓÔÁÎÄÁÒÄÓȢ All Jobri chairs are compliant.

CARB (#93120) Formaldehyde Certification: California Air Resources 
Board requires that standard wood materials do not contain the 
formaldehyde chemical.  All Jobri products are compliant. 

FABRICS

HIGH QUALITY FOAMS

INDUSTRY TESTING STANDARDS
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BetterHealth
Lifestyle Products

BetterPosture®

Ergonomic Products

BetterBack®

Back Care Products

BetterRest®
Sleep Products



GOOD posture is defined as the position in which you 
hold your body upright against gravity, achieving good 
spinal alignment, whereby the least strain is placed on the 
ligaments and muscles. Poor posture has been linked to 
back & cervical pain, discomfort & fatigue, jaw & dental 
misalignment, and strain to other skeletal joints. 

GOOD posture is not a natural skill, but instead is a 
learned HABIT. Jobri’s BetterPosture®  Ergonomic 
Products were designed to help promote and train the 
development of good posture, and serve as a daily 
reminder of practicing these good habits.  From Bio-
feedback training devices to ergonomic chairs that 
strengthen core muscles, our products strive to help 
users develop good habits and muscular core strengths.

In summary, we all know that GOOD posture makes 
us look and feel slender, healthy, and more confident. 

BetterPosture®

Ergonomic Products 
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A bio-feedback posture trainer, 
designed by an Occupational 
Therapist to promote good postural 
habits and prevent slouching. 
Simple to use, comfortable to wear. 
The easy way to re-train your body 
to great posture.

BackTone Bio-feedback 
Posture Training

BackTone Bio-feedback
-  Small signaling unit held against your body between the 
   shoulder blades and waist   
-  Adjustable straps hold the BackTone in place and allows
   user to set BackTone’s sensitivity to desired posture
-  Straps made from the highest strength polyester webbing 
-  Two settings:  Audible or Vibrate 
-  Sizes available: Small / Medium / Large  

BP4000

Posture is Good for 
Overall Health

See more on our 
website: www.jobri.com           Supporting Healthy Lives



 BetterPosture® Jazzy Kneeling Chairs

BP1446RD
Jazzy

BP1446BL
Jazzy

“A strong back is a healthy back”. By promoting good posture, these 
chairs strengthen the lower back muscles helping spinal alignment 
and providing support. Kneeling chairs are recommended by 
ergonomic professionals around the world. All Jobri chairs have a 
five year warranty and a maximum weight limit of 250 lbs.

Kneeling Chairs

- Polished chrome  frame with nylon casters 
- BifomPad technology in seat and knee cushion      
- Covered with unique, durable, 360 degrees of stretchable fabric 
- Gas lift function / height adjustment
- Adjustable chair back included
- Colors available: Black / Blue / Red / Grey / Lime Green 
- Custom colors available upon request 

BetterPosture ®
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BetterPosture® Classic Wooden Kneeling Chairs

BP1450BK BP1455BK

Jobri® stylish wooden 

BetterPosture ®

See more on our 
website: www.jobri.com

- Hard gumwood with contemporary furniture finish 
- Polyurethane foam cushion covered with durable polyester fabric 
- Steel reinforced frame
- Extra wood layers under cushions for added strength. 
- Heavy duty screw height mechanism
- Classic Plus (BP1455) incorporates BifomPad technology 
- Colors available: Black 

Classic Classic Plus

posture kneeling chairs 
are perfect for the home 
office decor. 
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BP1442 Solace 
BP1445 Solace Plus

BP1448 Optional Backrest 
BP1448MESH Optional Mesh Backrest

BP1420 
Standard

BP1440  
Standard with Gas Lift 

BetterPosture® Kneeling Chairs

BetterPosture®

BetterPosture® Standard 
- Basic kneeling chair design
- Polyurethane foam cushions covered in durable    
  polyester fabric 
- Heavy duty screw height mechanism (BP1420)     
- Gas lift function / height adjustment (BP 1440)     
- Colors available: Black 

BetterPosture® Solace (BP1442)
- Heavy duty steel frame
- Molded; contoured knee cushion
- Gas lift function / height adjustment 
- Polyurethane foam cushions covered in durable 
  polyester fabric
- Colors available: Black 

 BetterPosture® Solace Plus (BP1445)
- BifomPad technology in seat and knee cushion        
- Heavy duty steel frame with durable polyester fabric
 - Gas lift function / height adjustment 
 - Colors available: Black 

BetterPosture® Optional Backrests
- Two styles: Flat foam cushion (F1448) or 

    lumbar mesh (F1448MESH)       
    - Colors available: Black  

Supporting Healthy Lives



BP1465

- Polished aluminum frame with nylon casters.
- Gas lift function / height adjustment
- Seat tilt adjustment
- Polyurethane foam saddle seat covered with easy to clean vinyl 
- Colors available: Black / Red

BetterPosture® Saddle Chair
Designed to keep the pelvis in a natural position aligning  the back, 
shoulder and neck. Chair keeps hips and thighs in a natural foward 
curve, with the ability to adjust the angle of the seat for that perfect fit.

BetterPosture®
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BetterPosture® Active Balance Seat

- Polished aluminum frame with nylon casters (3 locking, 2 non-locking) 
- Gas lift function / height adjustment
- Polyurethane foam cushion covered with durable twill fabric
- 360 degree freedom of movement
- Patented adjustable dynamic joint allows user to set degree of 
resistance - Colors available: Black

BetterPosture®

Patented design to continuously redistribute and reduce muscle 
and ligament stress and strain. It provides a revolutionary way to 
minimize the harmful effects on the human body of prolonged 
sitting. Promotes core muscle strength, better circulation and 
balance, making movements intuitive and natural.

BP1462 Supporting Healthy Lives



The Jobri® footrests create a 
comfortable, productive position 
at your desk, helping reduce 
strain and improve circulation on 
your legs, back and neck. Easy to 
tilt with adjustable platforms and 
non-slip textured surfaces.

BP1250

See more on our 
website: www.jobri.com

- Rubberized, non-skid material on foot surface of plate 
- Coated steel metal frame.
- Angle and height can be adjusted by the user to three 
  different settings.
- 16 Massaging rollers secured to top of plate and ideal 
  for manual foot massage.  

BetterPosture ®

Ergonomic Footrests
BetterPosture ® Massaging Footrest
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Helps tip the pelvis backward, reducing stress and strain 
on the back. Angle adjustable, forward or back, for all day 
seating comfort. 

BP1210

BP1220

-  Platform moves freely with user, promoting active sitting.
-  Rubberized, non-skid material on foot surface of tilting plate. 
-  Polished tubular metal frame.
-  Molded plastic beauty end caps for foot platform

BetterPosture®

3" Height

6" Height

BetterPosture ® Tilting Footrest
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Large BP1002: 17" W x 16" L x 3"-1" H
Small BP1003: 18" W x 13" L x 3"-1" H

Large BP1006: 16" W x 16" L x 2.5"-.5" H
Small BP1007: 14" W x 14" L x 2.5"-.5" H

BetterPosture® Sacro Seat Wedge (Large BP1002 /  Small BP1003)

BetterPosture® Firm Seat Wedge (Large BP1006 / Small BP1007)

BetterPosture® Memory Seat Wedge (BP1004)

- European market leader 
- Air duct system allows the wedge to breathe and remain cool 
- Highest density ILD with the most firm support 
- Small BP1007 - Colors available: Black / Blue / Grey
- Large BP1006 - Colors available: Grey

- Market leading design with carry handle
- Supportive foam with durable twill cloth (cotton/polyester blend). 
- Coccyx cut-out which relieves tailbone pressure 
- Large BP1002 available: Black / Blue / Grey 
- Small BP1003 available: Black only 

BetterPosture®

Large BP1000: 17" W x 16" L x 2.5"-1" H
Small BP1001: 15" W x 10.5" L x 3"-.75" H
          BP1004: 17" W x 13" L x 4"-1.5" H

BetterPosture® Standard Seat Wedge (Large BP1000 / Small BP1001)

Seat wedges are designed to relieve and help prevent lower back pain.  
The tapered angle of  the wedges encourage correct posture. Available in 
various sizes and sacro versions with coccyx (tailbone) cut-out to reduce 
spinal pressure.  All BetterPosture® Wedges are made of high quality 
polyurethane foam and covered with a washable, durable twill fabric.

- Standard foam with rugged twill fabric 
- Colors available: Black / Blue / Grey  

- BifomPad technology
- Removable coccyx cut-out, which relieves tailbone pressure 
- Colors available: Black / Blue / Navy

BetterPosture® Seat Wedges
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Comfortable, anatomically 
correct sitting is essential for 
both good health and personal 
well-being. Sitting incorrectly in 
the same position for extended 
periods of time can cause 
backaches, strain and excessive 
fatigue. Jobri® prides itself in the 
design and manufacture of high 
quality back support products 
that  are specifically structured 
to follow the natural  shape of 
the human body.

BetterBack® 
Back Care 
Products

Supporting Healthy Lives



BetterBack® ErgoSeat
BetterBack® ErgoSeat is a 
portable and foldable back 
support, ergonomically designed 
to support proper neutral
spine alignment and to promote 
correct posture.

- Molded wooden seat discourages slouching  
  and ensures optimal back support.
- Durable luxurious polysuede fabric.
- Adjustable strap for easy attachment to 
  chair/car seat. 
- Includes removable, height adjustable LumbiPad. 
- Colors available: Black / Blue / Grey 

BetterBack®

BB1000 

BetterBack® Lean On ErgoSeat
The same anatomically-contoured back 
rest found on the popular BetterBack® 
ErgoSeat support, but without the seat 
portion. Use it at the office, in your car, for 
reading in bed and for spinal molding in a 
back-lying position.

- Colors available: Black / Blue / Grey 

BB1050Supporting Healthy Lives



All Jobri® BetterBack® Lumbar Rolls come with supportive 
polyurethane foam and offer light lumbar support for pain relief 
and comfort. Designed to promote proper posture and reduce 
pressure on the lower spine. Ergonomically designed for all day 
comfort. Perfect for use at home, in the office or when traveling.

BB2000

BetterBack® Lumbar Rolls

BB2001

BetterBack® Lumbi Pad (BB1090)
- Use with BetterBack® Lean On, or as a stand alone support 
- Premium polysuede fabric  
- Provides additional lumbar support 
- Includes elastic strap 
- Colors available: Black / Blue / Grey

BetterBack® Half Rolls Small (BB2000) and Large (BB2001) 
- Includes adjustable strap to fit around any seat 
- Colors available: Black / Blue / Grey twill fabric

BetterBack® Hanging Lumbar Roll (BB2005BL)
- Self balancing strap with counterweight 
- Colors available: Blue twill fabric only 

BB2005BL

BB1090
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BetterBack® Winged Lumbar Cushions
These contoured lumbar supports have all the benefits of 
the regular lumbar supports, with a contour shape to hug 
the back. All the lumbar supports include an adjustable 
strap for easy attachment to users chair or car seat.

BB6005 / BB6006 / BB6007

BetterBack® Premium Molded Lumbar Support (BB6005) 
BetterBack® Deluxe Memory Lumbar Support (BB6006) 
BetterBack® Trisectional Molded Lumbar Support (BB6007)

- Medium density supportive polyurethane foam. (BB6000 & BB6001)
- Elastic 3/4" web polyester strap buckle to secure around any chair or car seat 
- Colors available: Black / Blue / Grey

- Most popular lumbar support.
- Elastic 3/4" web polyester adjustable strap to fit around any seat 
- Fits bucket seats: BB6005/BB6006
- Flat back design: BB6007
- Colors available: Black / Blue / Grey

BB6001 / BB6002

Molded Seat Design

Standard Flat Back Seat Design
BetterBack® Concave Cushion (BB6000) 
BetterBack® Standard Lumbar Support (BB6001) 
BetterBack® Lumbar Support (BB6002) BB6000 
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BetterBack® Industrial Belts
Designed to keep your spine in line, which promotes proper lifting 
techniques to reduce the strain of the lower back. Perfect for use 
during workplace bending and lifting, recreation or home activities. 

BB2210

BB2200

-  Ventilated and lightweight for comfortable fit 
-  Supplies maximum support & comfort
-  Tried and proven, made in the USA with superior raw materials for
   more than 25 years
-  High density elastics and fasteners increase the life of the product 
-  Colors available: Black (White by request)
-  Sizes available: Small / Medium / Large / X-Large / XX-Large

BB2220

BetterBack® Industrial Belt - No Suspenders (BB2200) 
BetterBack® Industrial Belt - Sewn in Suspenders (BB2210) 
BetterBack® Industrial Belt - Removable Suspenders (BB2220)
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BetterBack® Traction Therapy
Inversion helps your body to recover from the 
compression effects of gravity and daily activities. It 
stimulates circulation of blood to relieve stiff and painful 
muscles, increases body flexibility, clears muscle 
congestion, and increases physical and mental energy. 
Inversion is used to treat many conditions of the spine.

BetterBack® Inversion Table (BB3200) 

- The inversion table is designed for users 4'9" up to  
  6'6" in height
- Highest grade steel, maximum weight limit of 300 lbs 
- Natural traction that helps to decrease pressure on 
  invertebral discs
- Both ankle cup and foam roller technologies are  
  included for customized ankle support 
- Ratchet foot locking mechanism for ease of use
- Easy to assemble, and folds compact for storage 

Supporting Healthy Lives



BetterBack® Traction Therapy

Traction helps your body to recover from the compression effects of 
gravity and daily activities. It stimulates circulation of blood to relieve 
stiff and painful muscles, increases body flexibility, clears muscle 
congestion, and increases physical and mental energy. Inversion is used 
to treat many areas of the spine. The Nubax Trio Traction device, 
through its unique design and motion, creates an arc when rotated 
forward, using your own body weight it gently stretches your spine.

Why Back Traction is Good:

A New Revolutionary Product 
For Back Traction! 

BetterBack® Nubax Trio Traction Device (BB7100) 
- New generation of traction, providing a gentle but strong and 
  effective traction to the spine. 
- Patent protected, clinically proven, and FDA approved.
- Provides beneficial therapy for a wide range of back conditions. 
- Useful for building and maintaining a strong and healthy back as 
  part of a normal fitness routine. BB7100
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BetterBack® Traction Therapy

- Nubax Trio is clinically trialed
- No hanging upside down
- Nubax Trio can be used anywhere, anytime
- Users of the Nubax Trio can safely extricate themselves
  at anytime while using the unit
- The Nubax Trio is far superior in regards to user comfort 
- Portable, compact, and easy to store
- There is no pressure placed on ankles and knees
- The Nubax Trio holds the spine in a completely natural position 
- The shoulders and the hips are held square to the spine
  so that the traction is safely applied without risk of 

    additional injury.  

Nubax vs. Inversion Table
- Research conducted on inversion therapy is old and contradictory 
- Hanging upside down can produce side effects related to 
  blood pressure and the digestive system (high blood pressure, 
  additional pressure on the heart, and brain, reflux etc.) 
- Users have great difficulty using this device unsupervised not to   
  mention the danger involved in doing so    
- Sufferers of glaucoma have experienced nasty side effects
- Inversion tables are bulky, heavy and not portable
- There is strain on the knees and ankles ,which are designed for 
  compression forces, not tension forces
- Inverting the body accentuates Lordosis of the spine

The Nubax technology is simple, yet so effective. This new and advanced spinal decompression device has 
distinct advantages over its more dated competitors, delivering superior results. For years inversion table 
therapy has been the only option for suffers of back pain looking to employ a self care strategy. Now there is 
Nubax; a new, unique, clinically-trialed technolgy for treating back pain that put simply, just works better.
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The average person spends more than 
40% of their life in their bed sleeping, 
reading, or watching TV.  It is crucial that 
this time be spent minimizing the stress to 
our body.  

Jobri’s BetterRest products were designed 
for good overall orthopedic and skeletal 
health. This helps alleviate strain to the 
lower back, promote good cervical 
curvature, proper alignment of hips and 
overall reduction of body stress.  All of 
these products strive to help users achieve 
and maintain deeper and more consistent 
sleep patterns.

BetterRest 
®

Sleep Products

Supporting Healthy Lives



BetterRest® Viscoflex Cervical Pillow (BR1550) 

Memory cervical pillows provide 
therapeutic neck support by 
conforming to and properly aligning 
your head and neck with your spine. 
Our pillows are made from premium 
memory foam and are ergonomically 
designed for optimum support of the 
natural curve of the spine. Helps to 
relieve back, neck and shoulder pain.

BetterRest®

Cervical Pillows

See more on our 
website: www.jobri.com

BR1550

- Air duct system allows the pillow to breathe and remain cool 
- Washable, hypo-allergenic cover made from ecru velour fabric 
- The memory foam pillow adapts to the body, which allows for a 
  better night's sleep
- Sizes available: Medium / Large / Queen      

BetterRest® Adjustable Cervical Pillow (BR1550ADJ) 
- Washable, hypo-allergenic cover made from ecru velour fabric 
- Memory foam pillow with 3 variable density foam inserts which 
  allow the pillow firmness to be customized to meet the individuals 
  desired firmness

BR1550ADJ

Supporting Healthy Lives



BetterRest® Traditional Memory Pillow

BR1600

The BetterRest® Traditional Sleep pillow was designed 
for people who just love the feel and comfort of memory 
heat sensitive foam, but prefer the shape of the 
“Traditional” pillow that they have had for years. This 
memory sleep pillow custom contours to the head and 
neck for comfort.

- Washable, hypo-allergenic cover made from ecru 
  velour fabric 
- Shapeable/formable to user's desired configuration 
- Standard pillow made with 100's of mini memory 
  foam pillows pocketed in a comfortable memory 
  foam casing 

BetterRest® Traditional Memory Pillow

Supporting Healthy Lives



BetterRest® U-Shaped Pillow (BR1750)

The BetterRest travel pillows are ergonomically designed 
to support your head and neck. The unique shape has 
been specifically designed to cradle your neck to relieve 
pressure, prevent stiffness and alleviate soreness.

The memory foam custom contours to the shape of your 
head and neck. The pillows make travel by plane, train or 
car more pleasant by providing proper, comfortable 
othopedic neck support. They are lightweight and fit easily 
into a carry-on bag or backpack.

BetterRest® Travel Pillows

Supporting Healthy Lives

- Adjustable hook and loop fastener to hold pillow in place
- Washable, hypo-allergenic cover made from ecru velour fabric 

BR1700
U-Shaped Travel BR1750

BetterRest® Neck Travel Pillow (BR1700)
- Built in cervical roll to support natural curve of neck
- Washable, hypo-allergenic cover made from ecru velour fabric



This patented Neck and Back Cradle features infinitely 
adjustable comfort from firm, medium to ultra soft. 
Naturally contoured to perfectly match your body and is 
perfect for use at home, or while traveling.

BetterRest® Obedo Neck and Back Cradle

Supporting Healthy Lives

BR1900

-  Hollow feature that dynamically cradles for maximum support 
-  Completely washable and dryer friendly
-  Unique flat folding capability makes it perfect for travel
-  Customizable shape assists spine alignment
-  Discrete, minimal body contact limits overheating
-  Takes up minimal storage space
-  Dynamically adjusts to maximize support with any chair design 
-  Colors available: Black / Blue / Pink

Medium

Firm

Soft

Reverse



Memory cervical rolls can help reduce 
head, neck, shoulder and back 
discomfort. A cervical roll is designed to 
properly align the spine, keeping the 
upper body and back muscles relaxed 
and free from tension. They are great to 
use for traveling, watching TV, reading, 
or sleeping. BetterRest® Cervical Roll

BetterRest ®
Cervical Rolls

See more on our 
website: www.jobri.com

BR1800LG

BR1800SM

- Memory foam roll that contours to the body
- Two diameters available (4" and 6")
- Washable, hypo-allergenic cover made from ecru 
  velour fabric

Supporting Healthy Lives



BetterRest® Standard Body Pillow (BR3000)

BetterRest® Body Pillows

- Pillow shaped design.
- Filled with 5 lbs. of premium hypo-allergenic fiber. 
- Includes a removable 200 thread count 100% cotton 
  white cover. 

Standard Body Pillow - BR3000 (Free Pillow Case)

Deluxe Body Pillow - BR3050 (No Pillow Case) 

BetterRest® Deluxe Body Pillow (BR3050)

BetterRest® Optional Cotton Pillow Case (BR3100)
- Fits Deluxe Body Pillow only 
- Colors available: White / Ecru.

- Cylindrical Pillow Design – 10" x 65" Long
- Filled with 6 lbs. of premium fiber for enhanced support
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Our leg spacers are designed to maintain proper separation of 
your legs while sleeping  to reduce strain on the lower back. 
Supportive polyurethane foam with velour cover.

BetterRest® Leg Spacers

BetterRest® Leg Spacers

BR3200

BR3250

- Reduces lower back pain and discomfort
- Improves circulation, while maintaining the natual body position - 
Supportive polyurethane foam with washable, hypo-allergenic 
  cover made from ecru velour fabric
- Soft restaining strap with adjustable hook and loop closure 
  secures spacer to your leg as you toss and turn during the night 
  (BR3250 only)

Supporting Healthy Lives



Bed and leg wedge systems provide the 
ultimate in comfort and support. Designed for 
people with problem breathing, poor 
circulation, hiatus hernia, back or neck 
problems, acid indigestion or reflux. The 
wedge system enables the user to get the 
body into a Zero-Gravity position, relieving 
stress and strain on the lower back. 

Wedge Systems

See more on our 
website: www.jobri.com

BetterRest® Bed and Leg 
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BR2500

 BR2550

BetterRest® Memory Bed Wedge (BR2500)

BetterRest® Memory Leg Wedge (BR2550)

- BifomPad technology 
- Bed Wedge with 
  adjustable neck roll.
- Contours to the body to 
  relieve back pain. 
- Two reclining positions: 
  30 and 60 degrees 

- BifomPad technology
- Sizes available:
  X-Small / Small / 
  Medium / Large

BetterRest® Memory Wedge System 
Our premium Bed and Leg Wedge system consists 
of BifomPad technology with a memory layer over 
support base foam. The memory foam layer custom 
contours to the body, relieving pain and discomfort. 
This deluxe system provides the ultimate in comfort 
and support. Product features a washable cover 
made from ecru fabric on contact surfaces and 
rugged ecru twill on non-contact regions.

Supporting Healthy Lives



BR2400

BR2475

BetterRest® Regular Bed Wedge (BR2400)

BetterRest® Regular Leg Wedge (BR2450)

- Can be used vertically or horizontally.
- Available in three heights 7, 10 and 12 inches.

- Elevate your feet, reducing strain on lower back. 
- Available in two heights: 6 and 8 inches.

BetterRest® Regular Wedge System 

BR2450

BetterRest® Regular Knee Rest (BR2475)
- Tilts hips forward, reducing strain on the lower back. 

This entry level line of Bed & Leg Wedges is made of supportive 
polyurethane foam with washable white cotton covers.

Supporting Healthy Lives



Designed by Physiotherapists to overcome the frustration of trying 
to sit comfortably. The WondaWedge can be used for numerous 
outdoor and indoor uses: picnics, camping, festivals, or just 
reading in bed. If you have a bad back or need to elevate your legs 
the WondaWedge is ideal!

The inflatable WondaWedge provides sturdy support allowing you 
to relax in style. It also deflates and packs away easily for 
maximum mobility.

BetterRest® WondaWedge Inflatable Wedge (BR2300)

- Inflatable lounger wedge that is perfect for use at home or   
  while traveling.
- Lightweight design, and when deflated packs easily for travel. 
- Anchoring ground sheet prevents wedge from moving away     
  from user. 
- Inflation level can be customized to user's desired comfort level.
- Colors available: Green / Pink / Yellow 

BetterRest® Mattress Wedge (BR2200)
- Wedge designed to fit between bed foundation and mattress to 
  create a sloped angle.
- Sleeping on a sloped mattress has been shown to help reduce 
  snoring and is great for people who suffer from sinus drainage   

    while sleeping.   

Supporting Healthy Lives

- Available in 3 sizes: Twin / Fulll / Queen

BR2300

BR2200



Jobri’s BetterHealth lifestyle products 
complement our entire range of 
products in the quest of Supporting 
Healthy Lives through natural 
techniques. These products help tone, 
relax and comfort the body while 
facilitating overall health and wellness. 
They are manufactured to meet our 
high quality standards, while 
maximizing health benefits of users.

BetterHealth® 

Lifestyle Products
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BH7000

BetterHealth® Pux Shoeless Arch Support BetterHealth ®

Used indoors or outdoors Pux elevates the midsection 
of the foot, countering flatness or pronation in the arch. 
This patented arch support can be worn barefoot or 
over stockings. 

-  Made of soft and flexible ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) 
-  Attached to the foot by a hook-and-loop fastener
-  Treated surface to prevent slipping, and durable 
   treads for aiding ground traction 
-  Identical oval shapes can be worn on either foot 
-  Sizes available: Regular / Large
-  Colors available: Green
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Massage can have profound effects on 
the physical, mental, and emotional 
states of the body.  

It can provide relief to people of all 
ages.  Research studies show that 
massage reduces heart rate, lowers 
blood pressure, increases blood 
circulation and lymph flow, relaxes 
muscles, improves range of motion, and 
increases endorphines.

BetterHealth Massagers BetterHealth Dolphin Lite Massager (BH1150)

See more on our 
website: www.jobri.com

- A powerful percussion massager penetrates deep to relieve   
  stiff muscles
- Lightweight and easy to use
- Three interchangeable, smooth acupressure massage balls
- 4-speed adjustable massager with tapping action

BetterHealth Deluxe Therapeutic Foot Massager (BH3000)
- Deep kneading and squeezing massage 
  techniques with variable speeds
- 4 preset programs or can be used in 
  manual mode to customize massage 
- 3 speed
- To relieve fatigue and stress and
  promote natural health care  

Theracane Pressure Point Cane (BH5000)

- Self Massager to apply deep pressure to 
  sore muscles
- Patented ergonomic design that applies 
  pressure to treat muscle dysfunction 
- Enhanced leverage for easy use.
- 6 strategically placed balls for full-body
  massage BH1150
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BetterHealth Heat Therapy

BetterHealth Micro Hotties® Pad (BH9000)
- Portable; can be used on any part of the body 
- Colors available: Wool / Ivory / Leopard / Pink

BetterHealth Hotties® Back Wrap (BH9100)

Reusable microwave heat therapy for pain relief. Hotties 
patented materials contain no dangerous sticky gels or wax. 
Heats in minutes; reusable thermal core; stays warm for up 
to 5 hours; heats in microwave; safe and easy to use. 

BetterHealth Hotties® Pad and Backwrap 

BetterHealth HotRox® Electronic Hand Warmer (BH9800)
-  HotRox charge from USB port in under an hour  
- 2 heat levels, heats in 15 seconds, and Lasts up to 6 hours 
- Lifestyle product for use while golfing, fishing, camping, hiking, 
  winter sports and more
- Approved by the Raynaud's & Scleroderma Association in Europe 

- Delivers continuous gentle warmth, designed specifically to 
  ease lower back pain 
- Adjustabhle belt to fit all waist sizes and is washable for 
  easy cleaning
- Colors available: Blue 

Supporting Healthy Lives



TOGU Fitness products are manufactured 
by the leading German fitness company. 

TOGU stands for quality and reliability, 
innovation and tradtion in equal measure.

All the products are tested to the highest 
international standards with the safety of 
the user being our main priority. 

All of the rehabilitation and training 
performed with our products is done safely 
and comfortably. 

BetterHealth Fitness Products Togu® Dynair Senso Ball Cushion (T400375/BK)

See more on our 
website: www.jobri.com

- Inflated dynamic therapy and training tool made of 
  high-quality Ruton
- It features a needle value for regulating air pressure to user's 
  level of training
- Space saving alternative to an exercise ball and is used as 
  an unstable surface for back and fitness training

 - Colors available: Black   

BetterHealth Togu® Brasil Senso Hand Trainer (T470636/GN)
- Hand-held senso trainer contains "smart fill" 
  material providing feedback on every move
- Unique design features senso knobs for 
  hand stimulation and  muscle tone
- Colors available: Green

- Adjustable ball pressure makes it suitable for a wide range 
  of exercises 
- Also suitable for a single support cushion
- Great for travel 
- Easily inflates for training and quickly deflates for packing

Togu® Redondo - 22 cm Blue (T491000/BL) 
Togu® Redondo - 26 cm Red (T491100/RD) 
Togu® Pilates Ball (T492000/BL)
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Ring cushions are designed to  
relieve pressure on the perineum,  
assist with pain relief of bruised 
coccyx (tailbone), and help with 
hemorrhoid discomfort. 

Made of molded high compression 
foam  for maximum support and 
durability, covered with a removable 
poly/cotton white or plaid cover.

BetterHealth® Ring Cushion

BetterHealth® Ring Cushion

See more on our 
website: www.jobri.com

BH1018
BH1016

-  Sitting Ring Cushion
-  Molded Polyurethane
-  Reduces Pressure on Tailbone
-  Washable Cotton Cover
-  Colors Available : White / Red Plaid 
-  Available Sizes: 16" / 18" / 20"

BH1020
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Mor-Loc complete 
comprehensive respected brand 
of orthopedic belts and braces  
have been exclusively 
manufactured in the USA for 
more than 40 years.

BetterHealth
Mor-Loc Orthopedic Belts & 
Cervical Collars 

BetterHealth MorLoc Orthopedic Belts & Cervical Collars

Contract Jobri for more details.  
website: www.jobri.com

- These durable products are manufactured exclusively from    
  the highest quality USA raw materials.
- These products are specified and fitted by medical 
  professionals.  
- Many customers look to the trusted Mor-Loc name when 
  re-ordering.  
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Jobri L.L.C. 
520 North Division Street, 
 Konawa,  
OK 74849

T:  800-432-2225 
T:  580-925-3500 
E:  support@jobri.com

www.jobri.com   

www.jobri.com
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